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Risks of Reporting

Daring journalists put
everything on the line
to bring the stories
from conflict zones to
viewers at home.
For Mohammed
Omer, the
dangers only foster
determination.

Omer’s calling as a journalist was evident after Israeli bulldozers demolished his neighbour’s home in a southern Gaza refugee camp. Borrowed cameras and a steadfast will made reporting risk his career. Photo; Omer

Perspective
By Larae Malooly

If it were not for a rogue Mitsubishi,
Mohammed Omer would be dead. The
young reporter was covering factional
fighting between Hamas and Fatah when
three gunmen wearing masks stopped
him on the street and pointed guns at
him. As his hands trembled high in the
air, he explained that he was a journalist
from Rafah. Ignoring him, they discussed how they should shoot him. In the
head? No, in the knee...
“‘But I am a journalist! Why?’ I asked,” says Omer. “One gunman looked
at me and said, ‘I don’t care if you are
the son of God.’ This was one of those instances I knew I would be dead for sure.”
The ominous and empty streets suddenly filled with the engine rumble of
a white Mitsubishi zooming by. As the
soldiers ordered the vehicle to stop and
it didn’t, they gave chase; Omer had his
perfect opportunity.
“I ran. All the houses I saw were
closed. They were either compounds for
Fatah or compounds for Hamas. Finally I
got into a house where people offered me
watermelon and water while I waited for
other journalists to get me out of there in
a bulletproof car,” he says.
Omer spent many harrowing days
like this reporting about life in the Gaza
Strip for publications in Europe and the
United States, face-to-face with the de-

clining journalistic freedom throughout
Israeli-Occupied Territories that have
watchdog organizations like Freedom
House up in arms.
The decline is “due to worsening intimidation by both major political factions
that restrict critical and independent
coverage and the diversity of viewpoints
available. Journalists face pressure and
threats from all sides, including from
Israeli forces present in some parts of the
territories,” according to Karin Deutsch
Karlekar’s 2008 essay on press freedom
published by Freedom House.

Life becomes the story

Omer did not chose this path for
himself. It was made by the bulldozers
demolishing his neighbour’s house in
the Block O refugee camp in Rafah, a
southern Gaza city with the only Gazan
border crossing into Egypt.
Omer and his family lived among
what he says was a population of 140,000
Gazans living in refugee camps. During
his childhood, journalists did not venture
south to Rafah, nor did they believe the
then 17-year-old Omer, when he tried
to tip-off Gaza City reporters about the
camp’s destruction.
The man at a local wedding studio
rejected his plea to borrow a camera
to photograph the housing demolition.
Determined, Omer finally found an old
camera for eight shekels (1,50 euro).
Inching closer and closer to bulldozers,
he snapped away until he was nearly
crushed. With a video camera loaned
from the wedding studio, he shot shaky

footage that prompted news agencies to
send their own cameramen.
Since then, Omer’s role as a local journalist grew. By 2001, he was a linguistics
student in Rafah receiving hundreds of
emails daily from people wanting to
know more about Block O. He started his
own website rafahtoday.org, to show the
electricity outages, water shortages, and

Media manipulation

Journalists in these conflict-ridden
territories report violent events and political affairs under the Palestinian 1995
Press Law that provides guidelines for
press freedom and independent media,
stipulating articles that incite crime or
sectarian dissension can prompt punish-

nalists like myself are not as influenced
by political parties as older journalists
who witnessed the intifadas and merged
into political parties. I refuse to be affiliated to any political party. Each party is
trying to get a journalist on their side, sometimes using violent verbal phrases to
discourage you and make you join them.
But you stick to your mind and say you

“‘But I’m a journalist!’ One gunman looked at me and said ‘I don’t care if you are
the son of God.’ That was one of those instances I knew I would be dead.”

the horrors families face daily. In 2003,
his own family’s home was demolished
by Israeli bulldozers, seriously injuring
his mother. That same year, sniper fire
killed his younger brother Hussam.
Covering the situation, Omer has
written for publications in Norway,
Sweden, Germany, Washington D.C., as
well as the BBC, Sky News, and New
Statesman amidst a climate of severely
restricted press freedom and safety.
The situation only escalated after
journalists in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip came under attack from militant
factions in 2007.
“An atmosphere of impunity has persisted for crimes against the media, with
very few prosecutions of perpetrators by
either Israel or the PA (Palestinian Authority),” Freedom House claims.

ment and newspaper closures.
Many journalists work according to
their allegiance to Fatah or Hamas. Of
the three daily Palestinian newspapers,
Al-Heyat al-Jadidah is completely funded
by the Fatah-controlled PA, Al-Ayyam is
partially funded by the PA, and Al-Quds,
while privately owned from within
Jerusalem, is subject to Israeli military
censorship. Hamas banned distribution
of these PA-backed publications in Gaza
in 2007, and Fatah banned Hamas papers like Felesteen and Al-Resaleh in the
West Bank. Television stations and news
websites throughout the Occupied Territories are constantly shut down, blocked,
or destroyed by all sides.
For this reason, Omer has always
declared himself and independent
journalist working on behalf of western
newspapers. “Young generations of jour-

want to be independent. In a way you
will feel left out from some journalists
and unions and social activities. But that
is the price you have to pay for being an
independent journalist,” Omer says.

Independent struggle

Omer’s colleague and Gazan comrade
Nidal Bulbul was often on assignment as
a cameraman and reporter for Reuters.
Since 2001, he has struggled as a reporter
confined to reporting within Gaza. While
on assignment in 2007, a blast severed
his leg. After waiting nine hours at a
checkpoint to enter Israel for emergency
medical care, Bulbul lost the limb.
It was not until Bulbul received
treatment in Jerusalem that he noticed
systematic control and fabrication of
the messages the outside world received
from Gaza.

